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The seat of the Bano swivel toilet can easily be rotated 290 degrees, which simplifies access to the toilet. The
height of swivel toilet is ajusted using the control panel intigrated in the handles.
Poorly adapted bathrooms in private homes create difficult obstacles in situations where the user has to be
moved. The Bano swivel toilet removes these obstacles and sets a new standard for bathroom accessibility.
Instead of the user having to adapt to the bathroom, the bathroom will adapt to the user, resulting in an increased
sense of security, greater independence and greater dignity.

Functionality
Swivel toilet
The toilet seat can easily be
rotated using a trigger mechanism
integrated in the grab bars. The
bars can be lowered and raised.
The back rest and toilet seat
cover can easily be removed for
cleaning.
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Swivel toilet Module
Users who have walking difficulties
rely on being able to raise the
toilet so that their legs do not
touch the floor in order to be able
to rotate it safely. The swivel toilet
can be lowered and raised by
200mm,and has a lifting capacity
of 300kg.
The electrical height adjustment
function is easily operated from an
integrated panel in both grab bars.
The control system for the height
adjustment function is integrated
into the wall module. The module
is flexible enough to be installed in
existing bathrooms in combination
with both floor-mounted and wall
mounted toilets.

This drawing is for reference only. For production, you will be provided with a 3D DAK model
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Materials

Bano swivel toilet is made from robust materials that can withstand
considerable loads and a lot of wear and tear. Innovative solutions
provide optimum functionality and comfort. The porcelain toilet bowl is
designed to be easy
to clean.
All surfaces are made from innovative composite materials. This
improves user comfort and helps to avoid a cold, unpleasant experience.
The toilet seat is designed with comfort in mind, and the surface is easy
to clean.
The cistern is made from anti-corrosion steel with a vacuum-moulded
composite cover.

Technical specifications
Product number: 			
5920
Weight: 				35kg
Maximum load: 			
500kg
Maximum lifting capacity: 		
300kg
Maximum load, grab bars: 		
250kg
Height adjustment: 			
200mm
Turning circle grab bars: 		
850mm
Dimension inside toilet seat 281 x 232mm
Electrical height adjustment buttons in both grab bars
Rotation buttons in both grab bars
Flush volume: Dual flush 3-6 l - Adjustable to 4,5-7 l
Flush speed: 1,8 l/s - Adjustable to 2,2 l/s
Power supply: 230V IPX6
changes may occur.
Colour codes:
Cistern cover: RAL9016
Grab bars and seat: RAL 7001

Bano swivel toilet
Bano swivel toilet with flushing and drying function
Bano swivel toilet can be supplied with a flushing and drying
function. A simple and easy-to-use solution for a comfortable toilet
visit, cleansing with wa warm and comfortable water spray.
Easy to use
Fully automatic cleaning cycle with just a push of a button. Automatic
pre- and post cleaning of shower nozzle with fresh water.
Effective cleaning
Comfortable cleansing with a warm jet of water.
Comfortable dryer function
After the cleansing cycle, the warm air dryer starts drying with a
comfortable air temperature.
No need for descaling
The cleansing system is emptied of water after each cleansing,
which eliminates the risk of calcification. As a result, Bano swivel
toilet with flushing and drying function does not need regular
servicing or filling of descaling agents.

Technical specifications
Product number: 			
5930
Shower duration: 			
180s
Drying duration: 			
180s
Protection rating: 			
IPX6
Protection class: 			
1
Rated voltage: 			
230V AC
Mains frequency: 			
50Hz
Input current: 				1200W
Flow pressure: 			
1,5-10 bar
Operating temperature: 		
5-40°C
Water temperature factory set:
37°C
Water flow rate: 			
0,5 l/min
Changes may occur.
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Contact
Bano Home Care

Bano Project

Head office

Ingelin Mari Rød

Daniel Nesse

Bano AS

Occupational therapist
Tel.: +47 97 11 51 00
ingelin@bano.no

Mie Damhagen Elvsaas
Physiotherapist
Tel.: +47 93 20 77 87
mie@bano.no

Sales Manager
Physiotherapist
Tel.: +47 95 97 87 60
daniel@bano.no

Veronica Silden Orth
Project Manager
Tel.: +47 94 81 98 57
vs@bano.no

In the event of a manufacturing defect, Bano gives
the customer the right to exchange the product
for a corresponding product, or a product with
corresponding properties, for three years from the
date of installation.
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